5th Grade Spelling List UNIT 5 for the Week of: October 7, 2019

1. magic
2. credit
3. exist
4. deposit
5. staff
6. direct
7. splendid
8. business
9. sense
10. discuss
11. contest
12. building
13. swift
14. interest
15. exact
16. promise
17. habit
18. thus
19. active
20. solve

Challenge Words:
1. consider
2. excellent
3. invisible
4. rapid
5. stubborn

Wordly Wise (Vocabulary):
1. avalanche
2. blizzard
3. challenge
4. conquer
5. crevice
6. foolhardy
7. lure
8. makeshift
9. optimist
10. previous
11. route
12. summit
13. terse
14. thwart
15. vertical